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Abstract. We understand software innovation as concerned with
introducing innovation into the development of software intensive systems, i.e.
systems in which software development and/or integration are dominant
considerations. Innovation is key in almost any strategy for competitiveness in
existing markets, for creating new markets, or for curbing rising public
expenses, and software intensive systems are core elements in most such
strategies. Software innovation therefore is vital for about every sector of the
economy. Changes in software technologies over the last decades have opened
up for experimentation, learning, and flexibility in ongoing software projects,
but how can this change be used to facilitate software innovation? How can a
team systematically identify and pursue opportunities to create added value in
ongoing projects? In this paper, we describe Deweyan pragmatism as the
philosophical foundation for Essence – a software innovation methodology –
where unknown options and needs emerge as part of the development process
itself. The foundation is illustrated via a simple example.
Keywords. Software innovation, software development, pragmatic
philosophy, Deweyan pragmatism, Essence

1

Introduction

Innovation has been a recurring theme in public as well as academic debate for
decades. Despite the widespread interest, there seems to be little advice on how to
make innovation more likely to happen in software development – at least at the team
or project level.
The classic commitment for software development is to ensure quality and
efficiency [9]. Therefore, software engineering – whether traditional or agile – focus
on delivering quality solutions in a predictable and effective way. But today we need
more than just meeting requirements effectively. To stay competitive, we must create
high value solutions.
Software innovation addresses a number of challenges including the development
of innovative software products, designing software support for innovative business
processes, transforming known solutions to innovative uses in new contexts, and
stimulating paradigmatic changes among developers and customers concerning the
framing of problem domain and the discovery of potential game changers on the
market [45].

In a global world where ICT increasingly becomes commoditized to provide a
shared and standardized infrastructure [11], there is a need to move from mainly
operational considerations towards more strategic ones: Software development in
high-cost countries is under pressure to deliver more valuable results than
development overseas [4].
To remain competitive in this environment there is a need for software
development to move beyond the traditional efficiency and quality focus: How can
software teams deliver high value solutions?
Essence evolves as part of an ongoing effort to develop a software development
methodology that facilitates a team in producing high value software solutions [1-3].
Essence sees software innovation as a reflective practice [38-40] where options and
needs emerge as part of ongoing team-based efforts. At any given time, the team may
work towards a goal and employ the means deemed relevant to attain it, but while
working on a problem and on solutions to it, the team and other stakeholders discover
needs and options that were unknown at the start.
The purpose of this paper is to outline a philosophical foundation for Essence –
and team-based software innovation – based on Dewey’s pragmatic philosophy [1720]. The aim is to investigate core concepts of pragmatic philosophy, to find ways to
help a software team develop, mature, and implement ideas.
The paper starts out by outlining software innovation as a concept and surveys
contributions within the field (Section 2). Section 3 presents main ideas and concepts
in Deweyan pragmatism. Section 4 is a simple illustration of reflective practices in
incremental software innovation. Section 5 describes how this illustration was
facilitated by key concepts in Essence and how these concepts reflect core ideas in
Deweyan pragmatism. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Software innovation concepts and contributions

Software innovation is not an established term yet, and contributions to the field are
scattered over organizational levels and project stages. Some contributions are generic
and have little focus on either organizational level or particular stages [35]; some
focus on the company level [33]; some on picking and improving promising ideas
[22]; some on ideation in the requirements stage [28, 29]; and some on innovation as
part of an ongoing project [1-3, 10, 12].
This paper is aimed at the methodology level. It is part of building a foundation to
help software teams increase the value of what they build as they go about building it.
There are numerous techniques and tools for creativity, and many insights on how to
stimulate creative thinking and innovative work, but very little work has been done on
methodology for software teams.
We focus on innovation as part of the software development project. We see
software innovation as part of everyday life in a team, and thereby as part of what
designers, users, and stakeholders in the project do. We focus less on what happens
before a project is decided and more on what takes place from the decision to start a
project until the end of it. We assume that modern development techniques are used to

allow for iteration and experimentation within reasonable levels of risk. In other
words, we see software innovation as a reflective process where experiences and
insights during a project may change its course.
We understand software innovation as concerned with introducing innovation into
the development of software intensive systems; i.e. systems in which software
development and/or integration are dominant considerations. Our focus is on
innovations that offer something new to known users or customers, or something
known to new users or customers. Specifically, software innovation here refers to the
contribution of innovation to the user or customer side only. Therefore, we do not
include changes in the software development process itself into our understanding of
software innovation in this context.
Innovation usually extends creativity in the sense that ideas are developed and
matured in the context of implementation. Basically ideation is concerned with the
generation of socially acceptable ideas [42], whereas innovation by definition implies
change in the real world [45].
While the interest in software innovation is fairly recent, there has been some
interest in ideation and creativity since the early and mid 90ies. J. Daniel Couger
worked on creative problem solving [14] and creativity techniques [15, 16] for
information systems development, and Ben Shneiderman worked on creativity
support in the same field [41]. Within software engineering, Neil Maiden has worked
on creativity workshops [30] and stakeholder collaboration [29].
Contributions with a direct bearing on software innovation are still relatively few.
Within information systems development, innovation research tends to focus on the
business context and adoption of innovations. For example Burton Swanson [43]
advocate mindfulness when innovating with IT. Within software development, there
is some interest in innovation as a goal for software development. Jim Highsmith and
Alistair Cockburn point to the potential for agile development to support innovation
[25], but as Conboy et al. observe based on a number of studies on the relationship
between agility and innovation or improvisation: These have tended to focus more on
the agile practices themselves as the innovation and not the extent to which the
practices facilitate agility and innovation [13].
In the last few years a growing number of writers have published very varied work
on software innovation.
Jeremy Rose [35] proposes eight work-style heuristics for software developers, and
Pikkarainen et al [33] offer eight fundamental practice areas for innovation with
software, each containing a number of activities at the company level to master that
particular practice.
Misra [32] presents a goal-driven measurement framework for software innovation
processes linking these metrics to business goals. The processes per se are not part of
this framework. Also at the business level, Gorschek [22] suggests Star Search, an
innovation process using face-to-face screening and idea refinement for softwareintensive product development. This process has particular focus on ideation and
selection prior to actual development.
Focusing on the team level, Aaen discusses ways to facilitate software innovation
[1-3]. At a similar level, Conboy and Morgan [12] discuss the applicability and

implications of open innovation in agile environments, and Mahaux and Maiden [28]
suggest using improvisational theater as part of requirements elicitation.
These contributions generally focus on methods and normative principles, whereas
work on philosophical foundations for software innovation still seems to be missing
in the field.
Based on pragmatic philosophy, Donald A. Schön discussed reflective practices in
design. In many ways, Schön’s work can serve as inspiration for software innovation
at the level of the individual or the team. To Schön, design is a reflective inquiry into
a problem, what it is about, and possible ways to address it.
Schön completed his doctoral thesis at Harvard University in the 1950’s, which
dealt with John Dewey’s theory of inquiry [39]. Schön’s most notable work depicted
in The Reflective Practitioner [38] and Designing as reflective conversation with the
materials of a design situation [37] reworks Dewey’s theory of inquiry into reflective
practice [39].
Schön gives an insightful perspective on how to understand the design process, by
illustrating the reciprocal interplay between the designer and the design situation.
Schön describes this process in three steps: Seeing-moving-seeing. These steps are
small iterations, where the designer with actions and the materials at hand allows the
situation to talk back and thereby sees the design situation anew [40]. Schön
compares this reflective conversation with a Deweyan inquiry, where human actors
inquire into a problematic situation [37].
Lim et al. brings Schön’s reflective conversations into the world of interaction
design of information systems. In their article The Anatomy of Prototypes [27], the
authors discuss the nature of prototyping and how the production of prototypes can
induce reflection. They formulate a framework to help designers frame and refine
design ideas by means of prototypes.
Biskjaer & Dalsgaard instigate a connection between design creativity and
Deweyan pragmatism [8], while Goldkuhl discusses the philosophy of pragmatism in
relation to information system design research in Design Research in Search for a
Paradigm: Pragmatism Is the Answer [21] . By examining different pragmatic
epistemic types of design research and relating these to four aspects of pragmatism,
the author proposes pragmatism as an appropriate paradigm for information system
design research.
Having presented some examples on how Dewey has inspired work on information
systems design, we will present his original ideas in more detail.

3

Deweyan Pragmatism

Pragmatism originates from the United States. The philosophy emerged in the last
decades of the 19th century as a response to experiences acquired by migrants settling
the American frontier in search of the American Dream [36]. To cultivate and survive
in this rogue and demanding environment, the migrants were constantly exposed to
practical problems necessitating creative solutions. To choose among alternatives

these choices had to somehow be judged. This judgment was based on the practical
consequences each choice induced.
One of the main contributors to the pragmatic philosophy tradition is John Dewey
(1859-1952). His work covers a vast variety of topics including logic, ethics,
education, politics and technology. In his lifetime, Dewey saw many innovations
come to life: Power plants, automobiles, airplanes, the telephone, radio, AI and the
first robot only to mention a few [24]. Dewey was an active part of this society and
the innovation of technological artifacts was a catalyst to his work. His philosophic
views are a reaction to the opportunities and problems that occur in a technological
society [24].
One of Dewey’s points of interests was how technological tools and instruments
come to be, how they change the way we experience the world, and how they become
part of shaping and building our own future [24]. One of Dewey’s core ideas is that
the problem solving process of producing of artifacts - physical (technology) as well
as mental (theories/ideas) - are occurrences of the same creative process [36].
Dewey’s critique of technology is a central topic in his work and becomes
synonymous with his theory of inquiry [24]. The theory of inquiry is pivotal in
Dewey’s perspective on pragmatism, most noticeable depicted in Logic: The Theory
of Inquiry [17]. This particular subject is central to this article, as we see software
innovation as a recurring process of inquiry among team members and stakeholders.
We will discuss four core concepts of Deweyan pragmatism: Problematic
situation, inquiry, means, and ends (ends-in-view). These highly interconnected
concepts are all presented in Dewey’s theory of inquiry. To illustrate the social
implications of inquiry in teams, we also present a fifth concept: Community of
inquiry.
3.1

Problematic Situation

A situation can be seen as an environment wherein we live, experience, and most
importantly act, reason, and reflect. The subjects, the environment, means, artifacts,
and social constructs, and the relations among them, determine how we experience
and understand a situation [17]. This means that our thoughts and actions can only be
understood in the context of the unique situation we find ourselves in.
We may experience a situation as stable and determinate where we fully
comprehend the implications of our actions. However, when encountering something
uncertain and doubtful, an indeterminate situation supervenes. At this stage, the
situation will appear problematic, and to actively engage in its resolution entails
venturing into a process of inquiry [17].
Dewey describes the problematic situation as open [17]. The openness has two
dimensions: The situation is open, as the elements that constitute the situation are in
imbalance and dissociated. Therefore, the situation is also open for new actions and
interpretations as we examine what caused it to become unsettled.

3.2

Inquiry

Inquiry means to make an investigation into matters of interest or problems in search
of knowledge. Dewey sees inquiry as a process throughout life and in all aspects of
living. To live means facing daily challenges. Meeting these challenges requires
intelligent inquiry. In Deweyan pragmatism, this entails examining matters, inferring
conclusions, and evaluating and reflecting upon these conclusions. The evaluation
follows from the practical consequences the inquiry induces.
For Dewey, inquiry starts with the problematic situation. The objective is to
intelligently transform the problematic situation into a stable and determinate one:
Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate situation
into one that is so determinate in its constituent distinctions and relations as to
convert the elements of the original situation into a unified whole [17].
To transform the problematic situation implies not only to understand what caused
the situation to become doubtful in the first place, but also – through exploration and
experimentation – to actively seek means in the situation for settling it [19]. Dewey
describes the inquiry process as a sequence of iterative and intertwined states [17]:
A) The indeterminate situation: An inquiry is initiated by an indeterminate
situation – an uncertain, unsettled, and disturbed situation. Doubt may arise from the
confusing, obscuring, or conflicting in the situation.
B) Institution of a problem: By doubting, the problematic in the situation becomes
the focal point of the investigation. Framing the problem entails identification and
examination into the subject matters that causes the situation to become problematic.
This knowledge will also direct the transformation of the situation to its resolution.
C) The determination of a problem-solution: In the process of framing the
problem, observations are made concerning the facts affecting the situation. Based on
these observations a possible solution is drawn, represented as one or more ideas. An
idea forecasts the consequences to be expected from the employed activity. Thereby
the idea instigates a course of direction. The more facts are observed, the more
enhanced the perception of the idea and possible solution becomes.
D) Reasoning: The idea is developed and matured through experimentation and
exploration. In the experiment, facts and ideas are tested against the problem at hand.
The employed activity is maneuvered in the direction that makes the most common
sense. Hence, inquiry combines both action and mental reasoning to make the
situation determinate.
An inquiry should be understood as transactional. Dewey sees human activity as a
transaction between an actor and the environment [20]. Here actors are not bare
observers from the outside but an active part of resolving the situation, as they act and
reason within the situation [19].
However, inquiry does not only resolve doubt found in the situation. The outcome
of the inquiry is likely to bring on new surprises and doubts, as the actor will create
new environmental conditions, producing a new unique situation. This reciprocal
relation will continue in a highly iterative manner. While transforming the
problematic situation, the process will bring on new situations with new problems,

because every settlement introduces the conditions of some degree of a new unsettling
[17].
3.3

Means

Confronted with a problematic situation we face choices among actions. To evaluate
the consequences of our actions, we need valuation criteria to determine if our actions
are successful in transforming the problematic situation into a stable and determinate
one. Dewey sees criteria as something that arises from inquiry. Dewey forms this
something in the concepts of means and ends and the inseparable relation between
these [17].
Means are tools waiting to be employed in an activity. Tools can be external
materials or bodily and mental organs. However, they only become means when they
are employed. One way to understand the concept is to look at the distinction between
materials, tools/techniques, and means according to Dewey [18].
Materials are objects an actor utilize to produce an artifact. Tools/techniques are
instrumentals that have the potential of becoming means. When these are not
employed in an activity they are just passive tools/techniques. They become means
only when they are employed in conjunction with our bodily or mental organs. As
means they become an active part of the actual situation and context, the actors find
themselves in.
Where means can be seen as intermediates – a series of acts with an end – ends
help to elaborate on what acts to perform and look at the next act in perspective of the
context [18]. Ends give a clear direction of the course of action an actor should take to
solve a problem. Hence, means and ends are inseparable. They coexist and one cannot
be defined without taking the other into consideration - they are two names of the
same reality [18].
3.4

Ends and Ends-in-View

Ends provide an activity – an adapted human action – with a purpose that suits the
current situation. If an action has no meaning or purpose, the action becomes blind
and disorderly. Having an aim for an activity is what Dewey calls ends or ends-inview [18].
To Dewey, an end-in-view is conceived and tested in a process of inquiry. For this
reason, it also indicates the aim of an activity is framed and bound within the
problematic situation. The end-in-view thus establishes a course of direction for our
activities to produce the solution we are committed to in the given situation. Ends-inview define and deepen the meaning of activities, as they trigger evaluation and
reflection. When we evaluate and reflect upon the results of our activities, we also
learn new things about the end and the experiences we gained to get here.
Ends-in-view are dynamic and alive entities in the process of inquiry. Therefore
they can change the course of activity to suit the current situation in connection to
resolving the problem [17]. Inquiry elucidates both ends to be achieved and necessary
means to achieving them.

3.5

Community of Inquiry

Dewey saw a community of inquiry as a group of individuals inquiring into
problematic situations together [39].
A problematic situation causes the community to form and undertake inquiry. Any
inquiry is socially contingent and has cultural and social consequences [17] as
humans live in communities and take pleasure in the culture the association with
others brings [17].
Knowledge emerges and exists within a social context and therefore requires
agreement among those involved in the inquiry for legitimacy. An inquirer in a given
special field appeals to the experiences of the community of his fellow workers for
confirmation and correction of his results [17].
The social and cultural aspects of the environment will influence the perception of
the problematic, means, and ends, utilized to transform idea into solution. If an idea
and its meaning cannot be communicated and understood, the idea is nothing else but
fantastic beyond imagination [17]. As a social activity, inquiry depends not only on
the physical environment, but also on the traditions, organizations, customs and
common practice embedded in the situation [17].

4

Illustration: Telerehab

Software innovation is about the exploration of problem domain needs and possible
software-based ways to approach them. For this, we need not only to focus on how to
develop solutions, but more importantly inquire into why we develop them and what
we want to achieve.
We will illustrate our pragmatic approach via a very simplified example. The
example is partly based on a thesis project where software engineering students
worked on a system to support rehabilitative physiotherapy for post-surgery patients
in their own home [26]. The idea was to improve rehabilitation effects while spending
fewer resources on transportation at the same time.
Could a system be designed to help patients and therapists collaborate virtually? A
system where patients exercise in their home under therapist supervision using an
Internet connection?
We will use this case to illustrate how innovative solutions emerge as technological
expertise is combined with problem domain insights. The gradual development is
described in a series of prototypes, where each prototype reflects a deeper
understanding of problems, means, and ends.
The project team consists of three people: Charlie, Ralph and Alex. Charlie is a
physiotherapist and she represents the customer-side and flow of resources into the
project. Charlie has agreed with Pat, a patient recovering from shoulder surgery, to
discuss and try out various ideas, scenarios, and prototypes aiming to facilitate
therapeutic sessions with Charlie in her office and Pat in his home.
The two other team members, Ralph and Alex, are software developers. Both of
them are experts in software technologies whereas their a priori knowledge of the
problem domain is limited. Being the senior, Alex is responsible for facilitating and

enacting an agile and iterative development process, and she is also the interface
between the team, management, and external stakeholders.
We will describe the first iteration in the project, which results in the first
prototype and ideas for a second prototype.
4.1

1st Iteration: X-ray

Physiotherapeutic rehabilitation requires the patient to do prescribed exercises
correctly. Performed incorrectly, these exercises might be less effective or even
worsen the condition. Furthermore, problems with doing an exercise correctly might
indicate sideeffects from surgery, or recovery complications such as joint, tendon, and
muscle problems related to fatigue and stress.
Based on such concerns the team could start out discussing how a system could
support Charlie in instructing Pat on the movements of an exercise and deciding
whether these steps are performed correctly.
Charlie knows of existing telerehab systems using web cameras and two-way video
links. She suggests building a similar system where Pat will see her demonstrate the
individual movements of an exercise, while she can see how he follows her lead. The
audio would be used to explain and discuss issues.
The team agrees that this might work but Ralph asks Charlie if a two-dimensional
image on her screen will be enough for her to evaluate Pat’s moves. Charlie replies
that it might for example be hard to see how much a limb twists in the joint during a
particular movement. It might also prove difficult to see if Pat uses compensation
movements to make the exercise easier.
After some discussion Ralph suggests using a Microsoft Kinect camera. A Kinect
would compensate for some of the limitations of an ordinary video-feed by
highlighting bones, joints, and movements of the patient. This would help the
therapist to see how the exercise is performed and give precise instructions to the
patient.
Alex and Ralph research the Kinect SDK and decide that the platform offers some
interesting possibilities. The API provides easy access to the Kinect’s sensors and
supplies enhanced features such as skeleton tracking and gesture recognition. Also, as
it integrates nicely with the .Net platform, it would be easy to interface with external
software components. Building a system for a Kinect-based platform therefore seems
to be viable design.
The team agrees to base a first prototype on the Kinect and they nickname this first
prototype X-ray to reflect the primary motive for using a Kinect: To compensate for
limitations in patient-therapist interaction based on a conventional video feed via
human pose estimation. The Kinect is used to enhance those parts of the feed that are
most important for a therapist in order to assess the movements of an exercise.

4.2

Testing and further development

Having built the prototype, the team invites Pat to test-drive it from his rural home.
Charlie successfully instructs Pat, and she is able to monitor and correct his
movements with sufficient precision.
Charlie asks Pat to carry on with the exercise to see if the movements change over
time as Pat tires or simply forgets exactly how to do the exercise. Unfortunately, this
part of the session suffers from a series of communication breakdowns ranging from
bandwidth reductions and time lags to complete disruptions. Although the connection
is reestablished after 5-15 seconds or less, these recurring disruptions make it
impossible for Charlie to monitor Pat let alone offer him meaningful feedback.
After the test, the team and Pat discuss the prototype with mixed feelings.
Charlie is not enthusiastic about the system, although it does what she asked for –
except for the connection problem. Obviously, the system allows the therapist to
instruct the patient, but longitudinal monitoring of the patient requires stable highquality connections. If breakdowns were frequent she could not see much use of the
system.
Ralph and Alex are disappointed. The system does what it should but the
connection problems are ISP-related and clearly out of scope for this project.
Moreover, the system is merely a medium between the therapist and the patient, and
seen as a tool it offers little support to the users compared to its potential. The
platform is seriously underutilized and could offer much more. Ralph wonders if the
system could be more stand-alone.
Pat jokingly regrets that Charlie could not be automated. Before the surgery, he
used to play table tennis on his son’s Kinect and enjoyed the thrill of competing
against the machine. If Charlie were ‘inside the box’ somehow, he would be able to
carry on exercising even if connections broke down. It could even be more fun
compared to just being controlled by Charlie like a puppet on a string.
Alex replies that building a Charlie-avatar for the system would probably be out of
scope for the project, but perhaps they could use some of the unused resources in the
platform to copy parts of what Charlie would do. Ralph agrees and says that it should
be fairly simple to have the system monitor Pat’s movements and compare them to
previously registered ‘ideal’ movements. After all, the skeleton data points from the
Kinect could easily be converted to vectors and used in calculations where actual
movement vectors are compared with ‘ideal’ vectors.
They decide to start working on a new prototype extending the first one. This time
the system should autonomously monitor Pat’s exercises and show on his screen how
his movements compare with how they are supposed to be performed. Reflecting the
addition of such features, they nickname the second prototype Biofeedback.
After a similar second iteration the team decides to continue on a third prototype –
Trend Analyst comparing Pat’s progress with other patients’ data – and then a fourth
one – Timestretch aggregating data to save time for Charlie. We will not describe
these iterations in detail, but in the next section we will discuss how this work was
facilitated by Essence – a methodology for software innovation – and how this
methodology stands on pragmatic ideas.

5

Essence: Pragmatic software innovation

The pragmatic ideas presented in this paper can be linked to an ongoing effort to
develop Essence – a methodology for software innovation [1-3].
In Essence, software innovation is a recurring process of inquiry in software teams.
Essence therefore is aimed at facilitating such inquiry among team members. A basic
assumption in Essence is that an innovative software team integrates software
expertise and problem domain expertise. This combination requires experts from
different domains to combine their knowledge in constructive ways.
Essence is based on three types of elements: Values, views, and roles. There are
four values, four views, and four roles (see Table 1).
Value
Reflection
over
requirements – working on
ends
gives
a
deeper
understanding than found in
requirements
Affordance over solution –
every solution affords new
options and potentials to be
discovered via inquiry into
the problem domain
Vision over assignments –
it is more important to share
the
end-in-view
under
conditions of learning and
change than listing tasks
Facilitation
over
structuration – it is more
important to facilitate inquiry
and valuation of means and
ends than following standard
procedures

View

Role

Paradigm – underlying
mental models of the
problematic situation shared
in the team

The Child is the main
idea-developer
for the
problematic situation – not
bounded by convention

Product – means and ends
seen from the ‘inside’ with a
focus on architectures, data,
components, etc.

The Responder sees the
problematic situation from a
developer
perspective,
creates
solutions
and
explores options
The Challenger prioritizes
ends and approves the endin-view in the problematic
situation from a customer
perspective
The Anchor is liaison with
outside stakeholders, and
facilitates
inquiry
and
valuation in the team

Project – plans, status,
and priorities in the project
based on a project vision that
represents the end-in-view
for the team
Process – facilitating idea
generation and indeed idea
evaluation and maturation via
identifying potentials and
supporting decision-making
Table 1. Essence elements

Values are normative statements encouraging the team to focus on valuable
choices at all times. The values in Essence seek to push the values in the agile
manifesto [5] explicitly towards software innovation [2].
Views are analytical perspectives encouraging the team to view problems and
possible solutions from several perspectives. The inspiration to use analytical
perspectives comes from 3 directions: (1) the more than two thousand year old
philosophical tradition of portraying all worldly structures as made from four
elements thereby offering a generic totality consisting of mutually exclusive elements;

(2) the four perspectives on Software Engineering [7, 34]; and (3) Tidd et al.’s [45]
distinction between four categories of innovations.
Roles are personal and seek to install a sense of personal responsibility for creating
innovative solutions. Every team member has a permanent role, but they may
temporarily take the only fleeting role in Essence: Child. The Child role is for creating
new ideas even if the new ideas conflict with ideas and doctrines previously agreed
upon in the project.
Usually a particular role is closely related to a particular view and value. The rows
in Table 1 represent such triads. The following four sections therefore describe these
triads with illustrations from the Telerehab case.
5.1

Reflection, Paradigm View, and the Child

The Child role is fleeting. Any team member has a permanent role but may
temporarily take this role. Even people outside the team – for example the patient Pat
– may act as Child on occasion and bring new insights and ideas to the team.
This role encourages anyone to propose new ideas even if in direct conflict with
the principal shared understanding in the team about the problematic situation faced
by the project. The Child role is one way to overcome indeterminate situations and
suggest means and ends that may restore a situation to be determinate and thereby
manageable for the team.
The Paradigm view is where the Child works. This View is used to inquire into the
problematic situation, i.e. the challenges that brought the project into existence in the
first place. The view is used to share insights from the problem domain, for example
by describing users, needs, situations, scenarios, etc. When the first iteration started,
Charlie – using the Child role – saw the paradigm as centered on instruction: How
could Charlie show Pat the right way to do an exercise? The problem domain was
explored at the Paradigm view and centered on how to exchange factual information
between two people in different locations using a software-based system.
Such insights typically reflect determinate situations where the team feels
confident in the problems to solve and how. Yet inquiry at this and the other views
might bring about indeterminate situations. This was what happened when the test of
the first prototype was obstructed by connection problems and Pat –as Child – pointed
to an alternative paradigm for the project: Learning.
The Child role and the Paradigm view are both for Reflection. Reflection mirrors
the inquiry into the problematic situation where insights regarding problems and
needs emerge and bring about new ideas. The connection problems and Ralph’s
dissatisfaction with unused potential in the platform were two indeterminate situations
that caused the team to inquire deeper into the situation.
As a value, Reflection encourages the team to consider who the users are, what to
expect from them, how to scope the project, what value a solution could bring to
customers and users, etc. The problems faced in this case could be understood from
different paradigms: Instruction (showing how), learning (user empowerment),
coaching (comparing with other patients), or quality time (spending less time
observing and more time talking with the patient). Each paradigm reflects

fundamentally different notions of the situation at hand and which ends would be
called for, and each paradigm is a product of our inquiries.
5.2

Affordance, Product View, and the Responder

The Responder role is permanent. This role is for developers and their main
responsibility is to respond and design solutions to the challenges that the project
confronts. In the case, both Ralph and Alex were responders, although Alex had extra
responsibilities being the Anchor as well.
Responders work primarily at the Product view. This view is for designing
architectures, deciding on components, algorithms, and data – always with a view to
create and pursue potential wherever possible.
Their work is driven by Affordance – the aspiration to always ask if any
component, algorithm, database, etc. could bring more to the situation than originally
anticipated. A design at a given time might afford more potential later than was
recognized when the design actually took place.
Ralph suggested using a Kinect to enable Charlie to see Pat’s movements better.
When the connection problems emerged, he suggested using the unused potential of
the platform to make Pat’s side of the system more stand-alone. This technically
motivated move led to a change in the paradigm for the project to focus on learning
and empowering Pat.
At a later time, Charlie might mention that she wants data from the system to be
exported to the hospital database for research on treatments and complications. Alex
might suggest using data from the database to compare Pat’s progress with similar
records in the database.
Alex and Ralph’s continuous inquiry into the problematic situation entails handson experience with the means at their disposal. This experience leads to a deeper
understanding of the technology and what the technology affords of new possibilities
in the situation they find themselves in. Affordance thereby might lead to a new
paradigm for the next prototype: Trend Analyst. This way, the data requested by
Charlie turns from ends (deliverables) wanted from the system into means used in the
system to service Charlie and Pat better.
5.3

Vision, Project View, and the Challenger

The Challenger role is a permanent role for a person representing the problem
domain. Charlie is the Challenger in our case. Acting on behalf of the customer she
not only contributes with knowledge and resources, but also with the challenge as
well as acceptance of solutions as they emerge.
The challenge is the problematic situation the team is thrown into by the
Challenger. Charlie started out by asking for support for collaboration between
therapist and patient in separate locations. As the team inquired into this challenge in
iterations, the vision and the project scope developed into more and more valuable
solutions.

The Challenger works at the Project view where features are prioritized and the
project vision is represented, maintained, and shared within the team as well as with
external stakeholders. The vision represents the end-in-view for the project at a given
time. In the case described here, each prototype name represents end-in-views as they
change over time from X-ray over BioFeedback and Trend Analyst to TimeStretch.
The value for the Project view and the Challenger is Vision. It is important to share
the end-in-view among the members of the team. A list of requirements can hardly
reflect the overall idea of the project let alone help the team spot subtle changes in
project goals as problems and solutions emerge from inquiry. Visions – perhaps
expressed as metaphors – are well-known ways to share this overview [6, 44].
5.4

Facilitation, Process View, and the Anchor

The Process view is for facilitating the team itself in making the best out of the work
at the three other views. It is used for idea generation and in particular for evaluations.
Criteria for acceptance, for determining the qualities sought for in a solution are
examples of contributions to this view.
Evaluations are when visions are tested in the process of inquiry. Core elements in
evaluations include the choice of criteria and how they are used. Developing criteria
is as much a reflective activity as is the design of solutions.
The Anchor is liaison between the team and outside stakeholders and responsible
for facilitating productive working in the team. As such, the Anchor insists on fair and
sober discussions in the team to ensure sensible decisions and choices.
Alex was Anchor and helped the team evaluate strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats for each prototype. Ralph pointed to unused potential in the
first prototype and this helped inspire an answer to the communication problems.
Later, when Charlie required that data about Pat’s progress be registered in a hospital
database, Alex suggested using this opportunity to improve the system itself for
analyzing Pat’s progress compared to similar patients. A proposal that lead to the
Trend Analyst prototype.

6

Conclusion – Essence and Pragmatic Software Innovation

This paper suggests a pragmatic approach to software innovation. Using Essence as
methodological foundation – based on agile principles and in particular incremental
development – Essence was used to illustrate inquiry into a problem domain
identifying technological options.
In incremental projects, sprint deliverables serve as prototypes. A prototype
reflects the perceived scope of and needs in a problem domain and also a vision for
how to answer these needs. The prototype can be evaluated in connection with a
sprint review meeting, and scope, needs, vision, and configuration may change as the
team inquires deeper.
Our illustration started out with a plain problematic situation and a team of
technology and problem domain experts. The problematic situation offered a

challenge with known scenarios and needs, but after testing the first prototype, new
scenarios and needs were discovered. The inquiry changed the problematic situation.
The values, views, and roles in Essence highlight key characteristics of pragmatic
software innovation.
Values encourage the team to inquire into the problematic situation and study the
problem domain and its needs (reflection); to consider if there is untapped potential in
the technological answers (affordance); to establish an end-in-view allowing the team
to work determined under uncertainty (vision); and to constantly evaluate the fit
between the problems and the answers under conditions of constraints (facilitation).
Views focus on artifacts – shared representations offering common ground for
inquiry. Are problems well represented, consistent, and meaningfully scoped on the
Paradigm view? Are design options represented on the Product view in a way where
they can be assessed, and does the design offer flexibility to embrace such options? Is
the vision on the Project view represented in a format easy to understand and
maintain? Are tools and techniques for idea development available on the Project
view and are evaluation criteria visible and representative for the current end-in-view?
Roles focus on the personal reflection and responsibility. The Challenger
represents problem domain knowledge in the team and maintains the project vision.
Responders represent technological insight and suggest answers for the problematic
situation. The Anchor is responsible for the process and for ensuring fair evaluations
and timely criteria. Finally, the Child – the fleeting role at the Paradigm view – is key
for inquiring with a free hand.
Inquiry in Essence is both theoretical – using the expertise of the team members –
and experimental – using every artifact to reflect and learn. Evaluation in Essence
therefore is an important way to improve the design, and serve as a stimulus to
creativity in software design [31]. Evaluations and judgments may be according to
predefined or ad hoc criteria, and they may even be tacit and intuitive [40].
In Essence any design forms the basis for a new beginning. A prototype is a
transaction with the problematic situation [37]. Testing the prototype in the
illustration necessitated the system to be stand-alone. This new design created
opportunities – new ends – that were not anticipated when the project started. As the
vision develops, it will usually grow increasingly stable as the product is tested with
customers and users. Still, the vision remains changeable and allows the project to
adapt to changes by guiding without excessive detail [23].
In this paper we have tried to show how Essence facilitate a pragmatic approach to
software innovation – an approach characterized with learning across knowledge
domains and with incremental development of not only ideas – but also solutions –
throughout the span of the project. We believe that pragmatic software innovation
offers a way to opportunistically pursue innovation in everyday projects.
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